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Reference: APE2PE-L
EAN13: 8057730917391

            

Fermaluce EIVA ELEGANT with L-shaped extension, ceiling rose and lamp
holder IP65 waterproof
Light bulb: With bulb
Finish: Petrol

Product short description:

Fermaluce EIVA ELEGANT is the wall lamp featuring the EIVA line lamp holder and ceiling rose: high-quality Made in
Italy components with IP65 rated protection, water and rainproof, entirely designed and patented by Creative-Cables.
Thanks to the IP65 rated protection, Fermaluce EIVA ELEGANT is perfect not only for decorating a garden or a terrace,
but also as a lighting solution for the bathroom, without having to worry about water splashes!

As wall lamp for the bathroom, it will be the perfect way of adding both functional and atmospheric lighting, mounted
above or next to mirrors.
The soft touch silicone cover is water resistant and is available in a range of EIVA ELEGANT colours: choose the one that
best matches the interior you want to illuminate!

The Fermaluce EIVA ELEGANT lamp can also be purchased in the version already complete with bulb: we have chosen
for you the clear Globo G125 Led bulb with long filament for the White and Carbon Black variants, and the Smoky Globo
G125 Led bulb with curved spiral filament for the Glaciar Gray and Petrol finishes.
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WARNING: The EIVA lamp holder is designed for glass LED light bulbs only and has been tested as compatible with the
A60, ST64, G95 and G125 bulb shapes that guarantee rating of IP65 protection.
The compatibility range is being extended and is currently being tested.

Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

Product description:

The wall lamp comprises:
1 soft touch, silicone IP65 ceiling rose in selected finish: ø 125 mm, H 40 mm
1 smooth IP65 EIVA E27 lamp holder
1 soft touch, silicone lamp holder cover in selected finish: ø 60 mm, H 105 mm
- 140 mm L-shaped metal extension

Bulb for White/Carbon Black finish [DL7001100DA]: LED, Globo G125, clear, long filament, E27, Ø 125 mm H 178 mm,
220/240V, 4W, Class A+, 2200 K, 400 Lm, Dimmable
Bulb for Glaciar Grey/Petrol finish [DL700179]: LED, Globo G125, Smoky Grey, spiral filament, E27, Ø 125 mm H 175
mm, 220/240V, 5W, Class B, 2000 K, 150 Lm, Dimmable

Made in Italy
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